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fauna and every flora, upon the surface of the globe. How great the diversity of

animals and plants living together in the same region may be, can be ascertained by

the perusal of special works upon the Zoology and Botany of different countries, or

from special treatises upon the geographical distribution of animals and plants.' I

need, therefore, not enter into further details upon this subject, especially since it is

discussed more fully below.2

It might perhaps, be urged, that. animals living together in exceptionni conditions.

and exhibiting structural peculiarities apparently resulting from these conditions, such

as the blind fish,8 the blind crawfish, and the blind insects of the Mammoth Cave

in. Kentucky, furnish uncontrovertible evidence of the immediate influence of those

exceptional conditions upon the organs of vision. If this, however, were the case.

how does it happen that that remarkable fish, the ibiil'jopxi speiwus, has only such

remote affinities to other fishes? Or were, perhaps, the sum of influences at work to

make that fish blind, capable also of devising such a Combination of structural charac

ters as that fish has in common with all other fishes, with those peculiarities which

at the same time distinguish it? Does not, rather, the existence of a rudimentary

eye discovered by Dr. 3. Wyman in the blind fish show, that these animals, like all

others, were created with all their peculiarities by the flat of the Almighty, and this

rudiment of eyes left them as a remembrance of the general plan of structure of

the great type to which they belong? Or will, perhaps, some one of those natural

ists who know so much better than the physicists what physical forces may produce.
and that they may produce, and have produced every living being known, explain
also to us why subterraneous eaves in America produce blind fishes, blind crustacea,

and blind insects, while in Europe they produce nearly blind reptiles? If there is

no thought in the case, why is it, then, that. this very reptile, the .Proteiis anguiuim',

forms, with a number of other reptiles living in North America and in Japan, one of
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